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Axiomatic Multi-Platform C (AMPC) is a powerful C compiler suite which generates Java bytecode. AMPC allows users to develop software using the standard C programming language and run the executables on any computer that supports a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). AMPC users
are not required to use or learn the Java programming language. Versions of AMPC are available to run under MS Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux (x86). AMPC includes a GUI based integrated development environment (IDE) for fast and organized software project management. The
IDE serves as the front end for the whole system and works with the various components of the software to do its job. The IDE includes among others: ￭ Axiomatic ANSI C compiler ￭ Project navigator ￭ Source code editor ￭ Jasmin assembler ￭ Activities logger ￭ Standard ANSI C
library ￭ Graphics library (API) ￭ TCP/IP library (API) ￭ Database library (API) Requirements: ￭ Java SDK 1.5 Limitations: ￭ 15 days trial If you have any questions, please feel free to ask. Please contact us directly, via: ￭ Email: support@axiomatic.net ￭ Toll Free Number: 1 (855)
829-1784 ￭ Fax: 1 (866) 435-9311 ￭ Website: www.axiomatic.net This page contains information about development in AMPC. We'd like to make sure to address every user's concern, if you find something, please don't hesitate to contact us. If you are using AMPC, please feel free to
share your work with us. Please email us your bug reports to support@axiomatic.net.> ) The packages pck and pcklist : > pckage [ pck ] [ list ] > pck [ package ] list > pck [ package ] [ package ] list (The list operation is not strictly necessary, but is handy for larger collections.) You
can use one package to import the standard library, something like this: > package mypkg [ import , import "mypkg".h ] > mypkg :: * > mypkg ::
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￭ The KEYMACRO Macro expands any string according to a given dictionary. The dictionary is the same as what is used by the #pragma/stringify preprocessor macro. The VALUES specified in the dictionary take precedence over any other definition/expansion. ￭ * The dictionary is
not case sensitive. ￭ Use KEYMACRO to expand macros (in KEYMACRO strings) during the preprocessing phase in order to change the lexical language of a program. Syntax: #define KEYMACRO(NAME) (NAME) Usage: #define KEYMACRO(NAME) (NAME) Documentation:
Features: ￭ All expansions are made case insensitive. ￭ All expansions are locale independent. ￭ Allows addition and replacement of existing expansions. ￭ Allows dictionary's keys to contain whitespaces. ￭ Allows to specify the order in which the dictionary's keys should be expanded.
￭ Allows to specify the order in which the dictionary's values should be expanded. Example: #define KEYMACRO(NAME) (NAME) //... // expands to: // if (true) // if (true) // if (true) // printf("hello, world "); // else // else // printf("hello, world "); // endif // expands to: // if (true) // if (true)
// if (true) // printf("hello, world "); // else // else // printf("hello, world "); // endif // expands to: // printf("hello, world "); //... //... //... #define KEYMACRO(NAME) (NAME) // expands to: // if (true) // if (true) // 2edc1e01e8
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Axiomatic Multi-Platform C (AMPC) is a powerful C compiler suite which generates Java bytecode. AMPC allows users to develop software using the standard C programming language and run the executables on any computer that supports a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). AMPC users
are not required to use or learn the Java programming language. Versions of AMPC are available to run under MS Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux (x86). AMPC includes a GUI based integrated development environment (IDE) for fast and organized software project management. The
IDE serves as the front end for the whole system and works with the various components of the software to do its job. The IDE includes among others: ￭ Axiomatic ANSI C compiler ￭ Project navigator ￭ Source code editor ￭ Jasmin assembler ￭ Activities logger ￭ Standard ANSI C
library ￭ Graphics library (API) ￭ TCP/IP library (API) ￭ Database library (API) Requirements: ￭ Java SDK 1.5 Limitations: ￭ 15 days trial Axiomatic Multi-Platform C Specifications: The spec includes the following: ￭ User Manual and Installer Guide ￭ Software Development Kit (SDK) ￭
Installation instructions ￭ License Agreement ￭ Supported Operating Systems ￭ Information about compiler support ￭ Commands on operating system command line Axiomatic Multi-Platform C Review: The spec has many short reviews: ￭ Goals ￭ History ￭ Core Specification ￭ Cross
Platform Support ￭ Features and Tool Support ￭ Axiomatic ANSI C Compiler ￭ Standard ANSI C Library ￭ JCL Compiler ￭ Axiomatic C Compiler ￭ Java 1.5 SDK ￭ Java Development Kit (JDK) ￭ GCC ￭ Visual Studio 2008 ￭ Open Source (Free) Software ￭ Source Code Editor ￭ Activities
Logger ￭ Windows 7 GUI - Axiomatic Build (only available for Windows 7 or higher) ￭ Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.5 Support ￭ Linux and Windows GUI (and
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System Requirements For Axiomatic Multi-Platform C:

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: OS: Windows 7 64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 2.66 GHz Memory: 4 GB Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8400 GS 256 MB DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 4 GB available space Network: Broadband Internet connection RECOMMENDED
REQUIREMENTS: Memory:
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